Baby Ghast’s Big
Adventure
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Hi, I’m baby Ghast and I’m the companion of a
group of adventurers. I live in a camp with Aspect
(hero) and Cobra (also hero) I belong to Cobra and
my brother belongs to Aspect. Right now, we are in
the middle of fighting a Redstone golem when I
looked up and saw a strange black thing with
smoke billowing behind it. As it got closer I realized
it was a WITHER! “A WITHER!!!” I shouted to Cobra
but she was too busy to hear me. The wither
swooped down grabbed MY BROTHER and flew off.
Once I got out of shock and the Redstone golem
was dead I told Aspect and Cobra the story. They
were sad and surprised. Especially Aspect.

Fortunately, Aspect knows how to track withers by
looking on the ground to see the black mist and
occasional wither skull. “I just don’t get it!” Says
Cobra “why does he want baby ghast?” Aspect
shrugs away his tears “IDK!” We follow the wither’s
trail until we get to an unlit nether portal. “Don’t
worry” says Aspect “I have flint and steel!” While
Aspect opens the portal, I practice my fireballs. I
can only do little nipper ones that sounds like I’m
sneezing ash and smoke. A-choo! Once the portal
is lit we walk through. The temperature is really
hot here “YEAH! That’s more like it!” I shout but as
soon as I do 3 ghasts fly out and surround us.

We all duck behind a netherack wall. Aspect plonks
down a crafting table, anvil, furnace and
enchantment table and speed crafts an enchanted
bow, a diamond sword, an enchanted iron sword
and some armor. We each take a bit and put it on
(I get the diamond helmet) then we quickly rush
out at the ghasts. Cobra who has both the swords
(one in each hand) builds a cobblestone tower and
jumps at the ghasts while Aspect shoots ‘em!
These ghasts are considered criminals in ghast
culture. I mean they attack humans! Once the
ghasts are dead we continue tracking the wither
until we come to a sign:
“well that explains
why the wither wanted my bro” I say. “Yeah!” Says
Aspect.

We follow the sign until we come to an unlit nether
brick tunnel. Cobra plonks down a torch and we
keep on walking. Soon we come to a room that’s
completely unlit. Aspect stands on something and
we hear a click. The lights come on and we see
sticky pistons, pistons, blocks of Redstone,
Redstone torches and repeaters. In the middle is a
soul sand T with two skulls on top. Suddenly a skull
is pushed down onto the middle with a piston! THE
WITHER AWAKENS!
“Do not even try to save your friend” says a deep
rumbling from deep inside the withers throat. “He
is with me now. He will work in the ghast tear
farm”.

Suddenly the wither disappears in a puff of black
smoke and in its place stands an Elite Wither
Skeleton! Its dressed in a full set of enchanted gold
armor with an enchanted gold axe. Its head
resembles not one of a wither skeleton but of a
wither boss. It makes a horrible high-pitched
screeching sound and heads towards us! I try to
use a fireball but it comes out as another smoky
sneeze! Cobra pulls out her sword and says “Lets
fight!” Cobra does a backflip and hits the skeleton
while Aspect does a jump and smashes him
between 2 swords! I try really hard and I DO A
FIREBALL! It hits the skeleton and finishes him off! I
do a little jig to celebrate! Cobra and Aspect come
over to me “Way to go!” says Aspect “you blasted
his brains out!” says Cobra “thanks” I say.

We do a group high five then I say “Let’s go and
check for loot!” “YEAH” we all yell. We soon find a
chest with a totem of undying, 4 diamond swords,
2 netherite ingots, 2 shulker boxes and 4 ender
pearls!
We take it all

and we share it out. I get an ender pearl, netherite
ingot, diamond sword and totem. With the new
loot our team is starting to get really OP!

We walk until we get out of the tunnel and we see
another Ghast farm sign. It points left so we follow
it. Along the way we see some gold ore and quartz.
We pick it all up as we walk. Soon we get to a big
hill and we climb up. In the distance is a strange
unknown structure that looks like a cross between
a nether fortress and illager outpost. It’s made out
of nether bricks, blackstone bricks and gold blocks.
It has lots of chests and hoppers scattered around
it. In the main cube of the building there’s the faint
unmistakable ghast sound. The ghast farm. “There
it is!” Yells Aspect. “We’re finally gonna get my
ghast back!”

We run down the hill as fast as we can, running
towards the ghast farm until we reach some lava.
Cobra and Aspect each tame and saddle a strider
and ride across the lava lake to the other side. We
run up to the ghast farm and search for an entry.
Unfortunately, the whole thing is made of blocks of
iron. Cobra pulls out her pickaxe “Let’s dig!” Cobra
and Aspect dig through two layers of iron before
hitting bedrock. “How did the wither make his farm
out of the unattainable block?” Asks Cobra “Also
the unbreakable one” mumbles Aspect. We peek in
through a one block window to take a look inside
the farm, here’s what we see:

OH, BOY!
OH BOY!

There are a few wither roses, a bunch of magma
and HEAPS of ghasts and baby ghasts.
‘’…WOW…’’ says Cobra. At the top of the roof is a
lone ghast. MY BRO! “THERE HE IS!!” I yell. “you’re
right” says Cobra “OMG” says Aspect “ITS MY
GHAST!!!!” “we need to find another way in!” I say.
We walk around and start looking. Soon there is a
small gap in the rock leading downwards into the
netherack. “Down we go!” Says Cobra. We go
down the hole and find the sides are lined with the
occasional glowstone. Soon we get to a double
door. “Welp, let’s go in I guess” says Aspect. Inside
we see a GIANT magma cube that looks like a
nightmare come to life. Its jumps shake the
ground. “RUN!” we all yell.

We run down the corridor until we come to a dead
end. The magma cube jumps closer. Suddenly
Cobra pulls out some cobblestone and builds a wall
in front of us. Phew! Me and Aspect exhale deeply.
“But now how will we escape?” He asks. “Like
this:” says Cobra as she makes a one block hole in
the wall, pulls out her bow and arrow and shoots.
She keeps shooting until the cube is dead. Then
she destroys the wall and walks out. “That was
epic!” says Aspect. Now that the cube is defeated a
new entrance has opened up. There in the wall is a
door labeled
We walk in and are greeted by
the screeching sound of ghasts.
OOF!

“This is it” Says Cobra. “We’re gonna kick that
withers butt!” Says Aspect. We walk in and see the
wither waiting “Well, you defeated my Elite wither
skeleton! I must say I’m impressed!” comes a raspy
voice from deep inside its throat. ‘’But you will
NEVER defeat my true form!’’ The wither suddenly
flashes blue and grows to twice its size and shoots
a blue skull at us. “DIE!!!” we skillfully jump to the
side and dodge just as the skull hits the wall and
EXPLODES! BAM! The wither then summons 5
wither skeletons and sets them on us. I grab Aspect
and fly upwards holding him while Cobra builds up
3 blocks and shoots them with some arrows. We
don’t get hit once!

“You’ve managed to dodge so far, but now you will
DIE!” says the wither as it starts crackling with blue
electricity, we watch in horror as the wither trance
forms into a monstrosity with 12 heads and 2 legs!
It looms above us and smashes its fist down on us.
We all fall in different directions, stunned with
surprise. “Meet Omega Wither!” it shouts. It
shoots more skulls but this time we’re not ready.
The skulls smash into Cobra but Aspect and I just
manage to escape. Soon we get to our feet, and we
put up our shields. We then jump and hit the
wither ‘’AUURRRGGG!’’ it yells as it gets back up,
this time its enraged with anger. It spits some soul
fire from its mouth and nearly hits us!

“I’ve gotten sick of you, you Idiot” says Cobra. She
pulls out her sword and charges at the withers leg.
BASH! She hits it off balance. “ARUGG!” says the
wither as it topples over backwards. Boooooooom!
It hits the ground with a thud. We all run over and
attack it. BAM BAM BAM! I managed to do another
fireball! It hit Omega wither in the face! Suddenly
Omega wither starts to glow white! We watch as it
shrinks back to normal size. “F-fine… g-g-go on and
g- get y-your ghast back. H-h-here is the key:” it
says before it vanishes in a puff of black smoke.
“WEGOTTHEKEYOMG!!” Yells Aspect.

Aspect grabs the key and runs to the door he jams
it in the lock and turns it. ‘Click’ we all run into the
room and there’s my bro
“OMGIMSOGLADTOSEEYOUGHAST!” shouts Aspect
we run over to MY BRO! and give him a big hug
“Aspect, Cobra, and… BRO! how’re ya doing?” asks
my brother. “AWESOME!” I say. “How are you?”
“Err... not very good, they tortured me to cry so
they could get ghast tears!” he says. “But you’re
here now so everything has worked out!” We all go
home to camp as a group. All crying tears of joy.
Once we get home we all go to our rooms and go
to sleep. In the morning its back to the grind with
quests but Cobra and Aspect have a surprise.
They’ve downloaded the flames of the nether DLC
just for me and my brother! We start playing it
early in the morning and have loads of fun. Our
quest was long and hard but Everything worked
out in the end and that’s what matters.

